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DeepSight Toolkit feeds audience data (people count, age, gender, face masks, attention time, dwell
time, and more) to the experiences running within Intuiface Player which respond to that data by
delivering targeted media and collecting data for analysis. This collected data can then be visualized
in custom charts with the help of Intuiface Analytics. This guide is meant to give you a deeper insight
into the different metrics. Please note that if you want to create your own triggers and reporting or
want to collect audience metrics on your own experiences (outside of the provided samples), you will
need a Composer license.

This guide will cover;

Introduction to Audience Metrics

Types of reporting data

Reporting labels explained

Sample charts

Types of trigger data

Trigger labels explained



Final aggregated data received, per ID: A complete set of historical data collected for 1 person during

the entire duration of analysis. Once a person steps into the camera frame, the Toolkit starts

collecting data for that individual. When the person leaves the frame, the data is finalized and sent to

the dashboard. This data is collected independent of the content played.

Historical data received, aggregated: A complete set of historical data collected for all people

detected during an aggregation period. The aggregation period is specified in the Toolkit. Similarly to

Final aggregated data, all people that have entered and left the frame during a specific time period will

be included in the final overview of audience. This data is collected independent of the content played.

Types of Reporting Data



Session data received, per ID: Audience data collected for 1 person during the play of content. When

content starts playing, the Toolkit starts collecting audience data and when the content stops this

data is aggregated and shared with the dashboard. One person is able to see multiple pieces of

content therefore this person will be counted multiple times , one for each session they entered. This

data is collected dependent on the content played.

Session data received, aggregated: Audience data collected for all people during the play of content.

Similarly to session data per ID, each person that was detected during the play of a specific piece of

content will be included in the final aggregation. This data is collected dependent on the content

played.



At least one impression: Every person with the opportunity to see (OTS) the content, defined as ever
having a face angled within 45° of the camera (either left or right). Binary value 1 or 0. 

At least one view: Every person that has actually viewed the content. The face angle will vary
depending on distance from the camera but it will be smaller than the "Impression" angle. Binary value
1 or 0.

ID: An unique integer representing a face. All ID's are determined anonymously, if a person is detected,
then the detection is lost, and finally the same face is detected again, the result will be two different
IDs.

Gender: M = male, F = female, U = unknown.

Age: Estimated age of a person. Expressed as an integer.

Final Aggregated Data Received, per ID: Data Labels explained*

*Please note that if you want to create your own reporting based on these metrics, you will need a Composer license.



Max smile while viewing: Max smile value (from 0 to 100) when detected as 'viewing' the content. 

Max smile: Max smile value (from 0 to 100) when detected, whether or not they viewed the content.

Total detection time: Total time a person was detected by the camera in milliseconds.

Total impression time: Total time a person was detected as 'Impression' in milliseconds.

Total viewing time: Total time a person was detected as 'Viewing' in milliseconds.

Total number of views: The number of viewing sessions a person had. A viewing session starts when
a person looks towards the camera and ends when the person looks away (the camera should be
placed on top of the display to relate views to the display).

Average viewing time: Total viewing time divided by number of viewing sessions.

Wearing a mask: Binary value (1/0) indicating whether a person is detected with or without a mask.

Timestamp: The date and time at which a face was first detected.



Historical Data Received, Aggregated*

People Count: Total number of people detected, regardless of whether or not they looked at the
content.

Male percentage: Percentage of "People count" that is male.

Female percentage: Percentage of "People count" that is female.

Average age: Average age of all people detected.

Average smile: Average smile value for all people detected.

*Please note that if you want to create your own reporting based on these metrics, you will need a Composer license.



Session Aggregated per ID: Data Labels explained*

ID: An unique integer representing a face. All ID's are determined anonymously, if a person is detected,
then the detection is lost, and finally the same face is detected again, the result will be two different
IDs.

Age: Estimated age of a person. Expressed as an integer.

Gender: M = male, F = female, U = unknown.

At least one impression: Every person with the opportunity to see (OTS) the content, defined as ever
having a face angled within 45° of the camera (either left or right). Binary value 1 or 0.

At least one view: Every person that has actually viewed the content. The face angle will vary
depending on distance from the camera but it will be smaller than the "Impression" angle. Binary value
1 or 0.

Timestamp: The time at which a person was first detected.

*Please note that if you want to create your own reporting based on these metrics, you will need a Composer license.



Total detection time: Total time a person was detected by the camera during a session (in
milliseconds).

Total impression time: Total time a person was detected as 'Impression' during a session (in
milliseconds).

Total viewing time: Total time a person was detected as 'Viewing' during a session (in milliseconds).

Max smile while viewing: Maximum smile value measured during a session while a person was facing
the camera.

Max smile: Maximum smile value measured during a session regardless of whether the person
looked at the content.

Average smile: Average smile measured during a session.

Wearing a mask: Binary value (1/0) indicating whether a person is detected with or without a mask
during a session.



Session Data Received, Aggregated : Data Labels explained*

People Count: Total number of people detected per session regardless of whether or not they looked
at the content.

Male count: Total number of males detected per session.

Male percentage: The percentage of 'People Count' that was detected as male, per session.

Female count: Total number of females detected per session.

Female percentage: The percentage of 'People Count' that was detected as female, per session.

Count of people with impression: Total number of people detected as 'Impression' per session.

Count of people with view: Total number of people detected as 'Viewing' per session.

*Please note that if you want to create your own reporting based on these metrics, you will need a Composer license.



Average age: Average age estimation for all people detected per session. Expressed as an integer.

Average smile while viewing: Average smile value for all people detected at 'Viewing' per session.

Total impression time: Total time for all people detected as 'Impression' per session (in milliseconds).

Total viewing time: Total time for all people detected as 'Viewing' per session (in milliseconds).

Total detection time: Total time for all people detected per session (in milliseconds).

Male total impression time: Total time for all males detected as 'Impression' per session.



Female total impression time: Total time for all females detected as 'Impression' per session.

Male total viewing time: Total time for all males detected as 'Viewing' per session.

Female total viewing time: Total time for all females detected as 'Viewing' per session.

Count of people with face mask: Total number of people detected as wearing a face mask per

session.

Count of people without face mask: Total number of people detected as not wearing a face mask per

session.



We will now take a look at some of the graphs that can be generated using the different types of
reporting data. Please note that if you want to create your own reporting based on these metrics, you
will need a Composer license.

For more general details about the Intuiface Analtics Dashboard please click here.

Sample charts

Charts using Final aggregated data received, per ID

https://support.intuiface.com/hc/en-us/articles/360020414091-Introduction-to-Charts-Dashboards




Charts using Session data received, per ID



Charts using Session data received, per ID



Real-time data received: Audience data corresponding to the current video frame. The real-time data

can either contain data for 1 individual or multiple people. Real-time data received gives a summary of

all people at hand. This data can be used to trigger interactive content, adaptive to the current

situation.

Session data received, aggregated: As defined above, session data received, aggregated is the

audience data collected for all people during the play of content. This can be used to target and

trigger content based on the data collected during the play of the previous content, assuming that the

same audience will still be in front of the display when the next content is played. 

Types of Trigger Data



People count: Number of people detected in the current frame.

Male percentage: Percentage of males detected in frame (eg. 3 faces detected, 1 male, 2 female 
-> 33% male percentage).

Female percentage: Percentage of females detected in the current frame (eg. 3 faces detected, 1
male, 2 female -> 66% female percentage).

Average age: Average age of all people detected in the current frame (eg. 2 people detected, one is
estimated as 20 years old, one as 30 years old, average age will be 25).

Average smile: Average smile value for all people detected in the current frame (eg. one person
estimated as smiling at 100, one person not smiling therefore 0, average smile score will be 50).

Masked people count: Number of people detected with a mask in the current frame.

Real Time Data Received, Data Labels explained*

*Please note that if you want to create your own reporting based on these metrics, you will need a Composer license.



Viewer count: Number of viewers detected in the current frame.

Male viewer percentage: Percentage of males detected as 'Viewing' in the current frame.

Female viewer percentage: Percentage of females detected as 'Viewing' in the current frame.

Average viewer age: Average age of all viewers detected in the current frame.

Average viewer smile: Average smile value for all viewers detected in the current frame.

Masked viewer count: Number of viewers detected with a mask in the current frame.



Need more help?
If you have any questions about the Audience Analytics bundle and its metrics you

can review our help center documentation or reach out to our support teams. Below

you will find additional details and links to support articles.

Contact 
support

Go to Help
Center

Go to Bundle 
Basics

https://support.intuiface.com/hc/en-us/requests/new
https://support.intuiface.com/hc/en-us/requests/new
https://support.intuiface.com/hc/en-us/requests/new
https://support.intuiface.com/hc/en-us/sections/360004956139
https://support.intuiface.com/hc/en-us/sections/360004956139
http://info.sightcorp.com/aab-documentation-suite
http://info.sightcorp.com/aab-documentation-suite
http://info.sightcorp.com/aab-documentation-suite

